My first time in Cannes, 17 years ago or so, a Brit, member of a respectable press outlet, after being introduced,
said to me: “aha, you are from Romania, the country providing the best courtesans in Europe”. He then smiled,
seduced by the spirit of his very flattering compliment.
Years later, I eventually managed to digest his perspective, using this story in my opening speech at a very
prestigious conference in Paris, where I was the only female in a line-up of 8 western male speakers. “Hello, I am
from Romania and perhaps most of you, honourable gentlemen in the audience, are asking yourselves what this
Eastern European female can possibly teach us. It’s my understanding that Romanian ladies have a certain
reputation” – I said, quoting the British guy I had met back in my student years. “Well, at least we know how to do
one thing right, right? This is why my presentation will be about love: “How to love your consumer”. My
professional presentation followed, for 40+ minutes.

That day in Paris, after a highly acclaimed presentation, I
received the confirmation that you can change a
country’s reputation one event at a time. Therefore, I
decided to create this project, believing in its ripple
effect.
Initially started as a potential database of creative
females that might qualify for the “See it, Be it”
programme or the Lions Festivals juries, through
working out its mechanics – trying not to make it a
feminist case study, but more of a lobbyist for diversity
of thought & feeling in our industry and also an
ambassador of my country’s contemporary assets – the
entire project turned into something bigger. From the
intention to offer more than a glimpse into the mystery of
Romanian women, the project grew into a relevant,
up-to-date chart of Romanian talent today.
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BUT FIRST, LADIES FIRST

Since the project’s starting point was, however, the Romanian Creative Ladies, let
me tell you a few things about them.

sense of humour

Firstly, they have a glorious, unbeatable sense of humour. A bit of context: when
launched, the Gender Gap topic raised some male eyebrows. For example, a
creative’s post on Facebook read like this: “At (agency name here), we take
diversity very seriously,” alongside the picture of his cute female dog sitting at the
computer. The reaction? More than half of the 500+ likes came from women, who
have the intelligence not to take misogynist comments seriously and laugh along.

they are smart and well
educated

This is such an obvious reality, that I only realised I have to include it after the first
proof reading of this editorial. Never mind – I will not go any further appraising
their intelligence and schooling; their interviews, international recognition and
accomplishments speak for themselves.

they know how to take a
compliment

When Charlotte Proudman made an international case of sexism out of a
message related to her profile picture she received from a fellow lawyer on
LinkedIn, the Romanian professional women I commented the case with agreed
on one thing: “It’s such a pity not all women have the inspiration to be ladies. A
lady would have known how to handle such situations with style. Not by walking
away from a compliment, but by treating it as a professional observation related to
a well-executed photograph, part of a personal brand, with all the necessary tact”.
Is it that hard to say “thank you” and move on? There are always ignore, block or
delete buttons, if the situation calls for it.
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means of mass expression

The reason for regarding such situations in light shades is because Romanian
women do not apologise for their bodies or gender. They do not offend easily.
They do not make a weapon, nor a vulnerability, out of being females. They are in
harmony. There are cultures where, in the name of political correctness, women
are pushed outside their nature, subtly forced to evolve into dry, inexpressive
androgens. Here, it’s not the case. The smartest professional women of our
industry manage to find equilibrium between who they are and what they do. As
there is no such thing as life after work, but merely life, they activate their entire
self, from head to tœ and inside-out, in everything they do. They enjoy being
stylish, have good hair, smell divine and they always – always – appreciate a nice
pair of shœs. They enjoy their womanhood and they treat their bodies as a means
of expressing their personality. Faception scientists will confirm that our bodies
and faces are not an envelope, but yet another way to talk to the world. The
ME.ALCHEMY portraits shot during this project are proof: it’s not about women’s
objectification; it’s about celebrating body language as another communication
tool and applauding expression in all shapes and sizes, inside and out.

three fold beings

While the corporate world celebrates the Cartesian intelligence and ignores
everything else, in our mystical land, we think humans are three fold beings: mind,
body and soul; all the time, at job and beyond. Even more so, when working in an
industry dealing with people’s psyche. Many westerners wonder how we manage
to generate memorable things out of virtually nothing. Where are the fun, the
ardour and the magnetic ideas coming from? It’s the soul, silly… the soul.
Romanian women have a soul and they do not deny, hide or are ashamed of it.
Explore the ladies’ answers in the interviews and you’ll see what I mean.

WHAT ABOUT THE MEN?

When I started this project, I knew what I didn’t want it to become: the exaggerated
empowering message for females that can extinct men. Beyond the very few,
hopeless exceptions, you’ll find that men are not against women’s professional
evolution, but very much supportive of it. I did this experiment: I asked influential,
highly awarded creative directors, business individuals and entrepreneurs to
recommend outstanding creative females for a potential juror position and “See it,
Be it”. Out of 14, only one man remained silent. Almost half recommended not one,
but several women, acknowledging their wit and results. This is how men landed
in a project called Ladies First. Looking back, I must admit: their contribution
made the project whole indeed.

Teo Migdalovici is the founder of MEALCHEMY.COM &
CANNES LIONS AMBASSADOR

UNDER THE
LIGHT

The men and women’s portraits, stories
and recommendations of Romanian
design statements to be found in this
magazine have put together a fine crowd
of gifted people and, eventually, a taste
of the country’s identity, into the
well-deserved light.
Don’t get me wrong: we do have our fair
share of compulsive liars, egocentric
sociopaths, grand scale opportunists
and fœs… But beyond that, oh boy, what
a mixture of diversity, education,
courage, irreverence, outrageous talent
and vitality!
“Water lilies only grow in ponds with mud
on the bottom”, says a Romanian pœm.
The international press, tabloid or not, is
constantly feeding and spreading the
clichés of Romanian mud: thieves,
pimps, courtesans, racists and illiterate
people. Throughout these pages, you’ll
find what’s above the mud, in the pond’s
waters: talent and beauty, of all ages,
genders, shapes and sizes.
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